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Eleven minutes. 

 For eleven minutes, identity vanishes. It’s just 150 matched uniforms, moving, dancing, 

playing, and performing in perfect sync with one another.  

 Eleven minutes of non-stop motion, breathing, effort, exertion, and intense concentration. 

 After eleven minutes, there’s one goal: to see the audience, on their feet, screaming and 

clapping. To give 20,000 fans no choice but to erupt. To elicit an uncontrollable, guttural 

reaction. 

“For those who do it, no explanation is necessary. For those who don’t, no explanation is 

possible.” This adage has been the motto of the marching arts for years. While the name of the 

author has since faded from memory, the idea couldn�t be truer. Every year, thousands of 

musicians and dancers put in countless hours over several months as they prepare to perform. For 

eleven minutes each hot, summer night, they don their uniforms to become a part of a corps. 

They take the field and play, striving to be better than they were the night before. But what is it 

that gets that audience off their feet? In the vernacular, it’s simply called “Effect1” – the 

coordination of the musical and visual elements to create an intriguing, evocative, and 

aesthetically appealing moment. Throughout this paper, the pacing and structure of show design 

will be analyzed, the uses of Effect will be explained, different types of Effect will be detailed, 

                                                
1 Throughout this paper, “Effect,” capitalized, will serve to refer to the category of intellectual, emotional, and 

aesthetic design that goes into a marching arts production. When the word appears not capitalized (“effect”), it will be in the 
usage of the everyday noun referring to a consequence or resulting action.  
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and finally, examples of Effect will be given, as it’s used in the music texture, the visual design, 

and how music and visual coordinate with one another to create larger Effect moments.  

Background 

For centuries, music has been an undeniable companion to the visual performance arts of 

dance and theatre. While music can and frequently does stand on its own as an art form, dance, 

theatre, and film often rely on music to work in correlation with the visual stimulus in order to 

communicate the whole emotional effect desired by the artist (Cohen, 2001). This can even be 

taken on step further: a dance performance or a film that does not make use of music would be 

seen as unusual or daring. One could turn to the example of the film “The Lost Weekend,” 

released in 1945. The director made the choice to let the film stand on its own without a 

soundtrack, to emphasize his emotional message. However, at the opening, audiences did not 

know how to react, due to the lack of emotional context that is delivered through the music. As a 

result, the audience frequently had inappropriate emotional responses, laughing during scenes of 

dramatic tension and emotional moments. The director took the film back to the drawing board, 

and changed only one thing: the addition of a soundtrack, composed by Miklós Rózsa. Upon 

rerelease, the film received numerous accolades, including seven Academy Awards and 

recognition at the first-ever Cannes Film Festival (Sotiropoulos). Eventually, in 2011, the film 

was selected to be included in the Library of Congress for being “culturally, historically, or 

aesthetically significant” (Leggett, 2011). 

The importance of music to visual performance media is undeniable. Kurath (1957) goes 

as far to say that the “interaction is so close as to suggest simultaneous germination.” In these 

cases, the artists, creating a visual art form for either stage or screen, design a work that tells a 

story or conveys a message. Where their artistic vision may fall short of its ultimate goal, music 
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may come to the rescue to carry the audience to the end of the journey. While both types of 

stimuli are able to generate an emotional response from the audience, Frego (1999) tells us that, 

by combining aural and visual stimuli into one total artistic experience, audiences will have a 

much greater overall reaction.  

Designing a Show 

In the idiom of the marching arts (that is, marching band, drum and bugle corps, winter 

guard, indoor drumline, and so on), the music is of equal importance to the visual. The audience 

simultaneously consumes both an aural art form and a visual art form. At times, the music has 

prominence, as the ensemble performs a concert of carefully selected literature, executed with 

the utmost accuracy. In other cases, the visual takes precedence, where the performers are 

moving and dancing while playing, in order to depict some type of message or story. However, 

during most of the performance, the music and the visual are designed to work in consort with 

one another to create a combined package intended to carry the audience on an emotional 

journey. What makes the marching arts stand on their own from traditional performance arts is 

that the concert musicians are also dancers; the film actors are also creating their soundtrack. 

Before getting into what Effect is in the marching arts and how it works in a production, 

the stepping-off point for this journey is to understand how a show is put together. There are two 

considerations when designing a show: art and practicality. The artistic perspective is where the 

designers (music composers and arrangers and the visual designers and choreographers) decide 

on what the show will be about and the best way to tell that story. The practical side is that, in 

the cases of competitive organizations, a performance needs to show off key skills and abilities, 

based on the level at which the group competes. This now opens up new cans of worms: what 
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does it mean to tell a story, and what types of skills are expected to be demonstrated in 

performance.  

Programs that are designed to be most effective (and Effective) are those that have a 

unified concept from beginning to end. Some of the simplest ideas are “The Music of [Insert any 

artist, composer, era, country, etc.].” While they are concepts that are easy to digest for the 

layman, they aren’t necessarily engaging throughout the duration of the production. Another 

conceptual approach is to pick a simple concept that can be portrayed both musically and 

visually, and continually to insert that concept into the production as much as possible. These 

designs tend to have a simple elegance about them and can be followed by just about any 

audience member. One such example could be “Time.” Musically, time can be represented by 

“tick tock” sounds, the famous Westminster Chimes motif, and so on. Visually, time can be 

shown by the drill forming clock hands rotating, depicting an hourglass, or choreographing a 

moment where the performer mimics looking at a wristwatch. The last time of show design is 

that of telling a story or showing a journey. When done well, these shows can be very accessible 

dramatic productions. However, they also face the risk of being too deep, too dense, or too 

abstract. In these cases, those who are well informed in what the design intends and understand 

the marching arts may understand what the production is doing, but the layman in the audience 

could be lost. For shows of this type, the designers need to be able to answer the question, “how 

do you make a believable fairy tale?” (Hopkins, 2014) 

The practical approach to show design is fairly straightforward. The organizations, in 

performance, are judged on the breadth of skills demonstrated by the performers, and the level of 

sophistication and precision with which those skills are being executed. Musically, those skills 

include articulations, tessitura, intonation, dynamics, and density of scoring. Visually, skills 
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include both movement and equipment. For movement, things like body carriage, step size, and 

form (the pictures being made by the combination of people moving on the field) are key 

considerations, whereas equipment work (primarily focused on the color guard) includes flags, 

sabers, rifles, and any other implements. The groups are given a score in two parts: one based on 

how many different skills are being asked of the performer and the other on how well the 

performers are executing those skills. The more skills that can be included in a production, the 

higher the possible resultant score, provided the performers can execute with quality. 

Understanding how a production is put together, the next step is to explain what Effect 

means to that production. As there are different ways to employ Effect in the design of a 

program, there are different ways to define the concept. The primary usage of Effect is to drive 

the aesthetic flow of a production. Consider for a moment a fiction novel. Within the story, the 

plot ebbs and flows; there are high points of excitement that get you flipping pages feverishly 

progress and flow. A marching show similarly employs ebb and flow to keep the audience 

engaged and engrossed. Along this aesthetic curve, designers aim to include some new Effect 

moment every 30 to 45 seconds. These moments aren�t always high points, rather often points of 

intrigue or times for the performers to show off one skill or another. The high points – those 

moments of climax – usually come about every minute and a half to two minutes. Like the sense 

of ebb and flow, those high points don’t always reach the same heights. Typically, the greatest 

level of intensity falls at the very end of the production (generating the uncontrollable impulse 

for the audience to stand and cheer). The second highest peak is usually near the beginning of the 

production – to make a bold, introductory statement (think of a dad telling his young son to 

throw the first punch in a fight). Between those two moments, the remaining peaks have varying 

levels on intensity, based on what overall aesthetic is desired of the production. 
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The aforementioned “peaks” or high points, in the activity, are sometimes referred to as 

“impacts.” Impacts are simply the result of moments of much more intense tension and release 

(although sometimes part of the impact comes from the denial of the relief of the tension). That 

tension can be built in a variety of ways, both musically and visually. The musical approaches to 

tension can be through harmony or through texture. Much the same way, visual tension can come 

from multiple concurrent visual ideas that resolve to a singular movement idea. Depending on 

the material leading into the build of the tension, the intensity of the impact moment can be 

greater or lesser than other moments in the show. Other factors that build the intensity are the 

length of the build, dynamic range, and how, when, or if the tension is relieved. These impact 

moments, when well constructed, will serve to elicit reaction from the audience. The better the 

pacing between moments and the overall aesthetic curve created by the combination of the series 

of moments, the better the final reaction at the end of the show. 

Noted visual designer and adjudicator Bobby Jones (2014) identifies Effect moments as 

fitting into one of three categories: aesthetic, emotional, and intellectual Effect. He describes 

aesthetic Effect as those impact moments; the high points of tension and release that tend to elicit 

the most unified reaction from the audience. Emotional Effect is that where the performers on the 

field are executing their production to such a high degree that the audience feels an empathetic 

reaction, be it the yearning or despair during an emotional solo or the excitement of a well-

executed feature. The last category of Effect, intellectual, describes the moments where the 

audience watches the production with a level of intrigue. These are the moments where the 

overall show theme is demonstrated through a variety of intricate musical and/or visual 

compositions. While the audience is not necessarily subconsciously driven to applaud, the 

informed spectator will watch the show and say “hunh – that was cool.” 
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Where Effect has a gray area is that very often, the lines between aesthetic, emotional, 

and intellectual Effect are blurred. There are times where an intellectual moment will be done so 

well that it becomes an emotional moment, and both are blended seamlessly into the build up to 

an aesthetic moment. In each of these cases of blurred lines, careful analysis can find the 

elements of a production that show each of the variations of Effect. The nature of the marching 

arts, being very subjective in their nature, also leads to a variety of interpretation: what one 

spectator may think is a “wow” moment may be underwhelming to the next. In that sense, there 

are also different interpretations of the types of Effect. One person may enjoy a moment in the 

show (intellectual or emotional Effect), where another may be wholly impressed and moved to 

react (aesthetic Effect). With these caveats in mind, while this paper will aim to identify and 

exemplify different uses of Effect, it may be possible to interpret them in other ways. 

Having established how a show is put together, why Effect is important, and the different 

types of Effect, the next step is to get into the details, beginning with how to control the overall 

flow of a production from an aesthetic perspective. While there is a multitude of outstanding 

performing organizations from all facets of the marching arts through many years, the examples 

provided within this section will be drawn from select Drum Corps International member corps 

and their performances from 2006 to 2013. By limiting the sample set to these confined 

parameters, a variety of data can be found that are consistent in era of show design and that 

represent productions that have fared well competitively, suggesting the design elements 

addressed in this paper are stronger and more successful. 
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Pacing of the Overall Production 

The single biggest use of Effect is carefully orchestrating the overall aesthetic shape of a 

show – the ebb and flow of high points of intensity and the moments of calm respite. Through 

planning and the placement of specific moments throughout a program, the designers are able to 

carry the audience through a journey from beginning to end. The previously discussed types of 

Effect – aesthetic, emotional, and intellectual – are what drives that journey and carries the 

audience through the high and low points.  

To begin to understand pacing, the first thing to address is how many moments of Effect 

are needed and how often they should occur. In the marching arts, Effect moments have the same 

impact as camera angles in film. In order to keep the attention of the audience, filmmakers tend 

to change camera angles every four to eleven seconds. The concept of designing a production for 

the field is not much different – a new Effect moment generally happens every 30 to 40 seconds. 

(Templin R., 2014) This idea in mind, composer, arranger, designer, and director Dr. Andrew 

Yozviak (2014) describes the marching arts as “short-attention-span theatre.” Given that the 

audience is a mix of both the well-trained and the most novice spectators (Templin R., 2014)the 

patience for long, drawn-out developmental processes is not there. By continually adding, 

removing, or otherwise changing what is happening on the field, designers will grab the attention 

of the audience, directing their eyes and ears to focus on different things continuously, and 

driving the emotional rollercoaster of the production. 

 As the designers start to develop their plan for the production further, they seek answers 

to the questions of “where are we going?” and “why are we going there?” (Templin K., 2014). In 

answering these questions, the designers can better form a picture of what the journey in the 

show will entail. Knowing what the production is truly about, the designers can then make 
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decisions about the high points of the story line – where in the program they will occur, what 

they will look like, and what effects will be used to generate what kinds of Effect. With those 

Effect moments planned, the designers then fill in the gaps around those moments, deciding how 

to build towards each high point and how to come off those high points (Jones, 2014). As 

previously said, there is some kind of Effect happening every 30 to 40 seconds, but not all those 

moments are high points. This is where the types of Effect – aesthetic, intellectual, and emotional 

– come in to play. By inserting intellectually or emotionally stimulating moments, the designers 

can start to build a crescendo of aesthetics by heightening the audience’s engagement through 

each layered Effect (Jones, 2014). 

 All the decision-making that goes into planning out the entire production serves multiple 

purposes. Practically speaking, a well-paced show will not overtax the performers physically, 

providing for them different moments of respite in order to catch their breath and prepare for the 

next build. Aesthetically, planning out the whole production will help to spread the Effect high 

points evenly through the show, typically each moment building on top of the previous towards 

the end. Emotionally, the design should be able to take the audience on a journey, so at the end 

of the show, they feel as if their time watching the performance was meaningful. Intellectually, 

the audience needs to be able to understand what the show is doing in order to understand the 

journey (Templin K., 2014). However, when all is said and done, the important part for 

audiences is that they walk away saying “I want to see what again because I want to see that 

again,” not that they need to see it a second or third time in order to understand what the 

performance is about (Hopkins, 2014). 

 In order to better understand pacing, the next step will be to look at how a variety of 

shows deliver Effect moments to the audience. To do this, 47 shows were analyzed and 
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evaluated on their aesthetic intensity levels. Each production was analyzed on a scale of 1-10, 

with a 10 representing the highest aesthetic peak throughout the production and a 1 representing 

the lowest. The analysis began with the assumption that the highest point would be near the end 

of the show and all values would trend towards a build in that direction. With these ideas in 

place, a determination for the aesthetic level was made approximately every 15 seconds. This 

interval allowed for the best overall sense of trends, and to take into account moments of build 

versus moments of stasis. In order to provide different angles to read the data, six to seven 

performances from each of seven different corps from 2006 to 2013 were evaluated to allow for 

look at one corps’ trends through time (the work of one collective design team), and to look at 

multiple corps’ performances in any given year (to look for trends across the activity).  

 The single most significant trend across all the data is that there is no unifying trend. 

There are two ways in which this is significant. First, this is clear evidence that there is no “right 

way” to design a show. As one example, the Blue Devils won four years among the range 

analyzed (2007, 

2009, 2010, and 

2012). Among those 

four championships, 

the trend lines to 

visualize the overall pace of the show are not consistent. In the graph above (Figure 1), their 

back-to-back wins in 2009 and 2010 are shown. Both shows quickly reach a peak, within the first 

minute, but the development following that initial peak change drastically. In 2009, a short 

“reset” was followed by a push to a higher peak, whereas the 2010 show pulled way back and 

took it’s time growing. By approximately six minutes into each program, the intensity levels 

Figure 1: Graphs of the profiles of Blue Devils 2009 and 2010 
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were completely opposite from one another: while the 2009 production hit a high point, the 2010 

show was at a low point, and vice-versa. Even in these two shows, the endings different greatly: 

2009 ended with a very traditional “push to the finish,” whereas 2010 used a much more risky 

approach with a “down ending” (meaning, the show ended with a fade-away of sorts: the music 

softens, tempo relaxing, tension lessening, and so on).  

The significance of looking at 2009 and 2010 with regards to their trend lines is that the 

same team of designers developed winning shows within the context of the same basic 

expectations of the activity. Throughout time, the marching arts evolve. What could be a 

championship design in one year may not qualify for finals ten years later. Inversely, a design 

that was misunderstood and competitive unsuccessful in one year may wildly successful in 

another. This evolution happens over time, with the most marked changes being seen over the 

span of approximately five to seven years. However, in any two adjacent years, the state of 

expectation is similar enough that a production from one year could have an equal level of 

competitive viability either the prior or subsequent year. 

That all said, the Blue Devils’ 2009 and 2010 productions could be said to be 

competitively equal to one another, as they both existed in the same competitive context. Given 

that both shows were championship performances, this suggests their overall Effectiveness is 

likewise equal. However, looking again at the shape of the intensity level shows that there is no 

one “correct” answer. 

The second significance to the inconsistency among the shapes of show designs is that it 

reinforces that, while the competitive aspect of the activity is rooted in scores and attempting to 

design the “perfect show,” the activity is still, at heart, an art form. The beauty of art is in its 

subjectivity, and the manner in which two artists approach creating a work of beauty is largely 
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inconsistent. By looking at the trends among all 47 productions analyzed, the lesson to take away 

is that the artistic (subjective) value of the design is as meaningful as the objective approach to 

meeting criteria as a means to earning the best score. 

The general trend of the shows are to lead to a high point at the end, although this isn’t 

always the case, as in the examples of Phantom Regiment 2010, Santa Clara Vanguard 2011, 

Blue Devils 2012, and Cadets 2013. In these four shows, the corps’ performances had a “down 

ending.” As for the other 43 shows analyzed, each ended at the maximum intensity level. 

Generally speaking, the next highest point of the shows fell within the first minute to minute-

and-a-half. Between the beginning and the end, the corps had varying levels of their peaks, with 

the majority hitting the overall minimums between six and seven minutes. While there are not 

any implications for the 

specific, detailed shape of a 

show, the average growth 

progression shows a trend 

towards design having a high 

point, dropping to a low 

point, then rebounding to the highest point, as shown in the chart above (Figure 2). 

Another means of looking for similarities in design is to compare entire shows to one 

another. In this case, using the correlation function within Microsoft Excel, the profiles of shows 

are compared to one another to look for trends to discover which shows would follow similar 

(although not exact) trends. These trends would be represented by values between -1.0 and +1.0, 

with a positive value indicating likelihood of the show profiles following similar patterns of 

increase and decrease, whereas a negative value would indicate the likelihood of the profiles of 

Figure 2: Average intensity levels of all 47 shows 
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the shows moving in opposite directions. In this system, a value is considered to be �very strong� 

if it exceeds +/- 0.70, �strong� as +/- 0.40-0.69, �moderate� as +/- 0.30-0.39, �weak� as +/- 0.20- 

0.29, and any values falling between -0.19 and +0.19 are considered to have no 

correlation to one another (Quinnipiac 2014). 

The data were organized and grouped based on duration of show to provide equal data 

sets, using the perceived levels of intensity as the data. Through this method, the actual start 

times of each show became irrelevant; a production with a 30-second preshow could still have 

the same overall duration of performance as a production with no preshow. While a mere visual 

comparison of two productions did not always show conspicuous similarity, the correlation 

method could account for fluctuations in intensity that occur at slightly different times. 

After sorting the shows 

out appropriately, 97 pairs of 

productions were compared to 

one another. Of those, 88 

shows had positive 

correlations, and the remaining 

8 shows had negative 

correlations. Including the 8 

negative correlations, a total of 

43 pairings fall within the 

statistical range of �no 

correlation.� Of the positive 

Production #1 Production #2 Correlation 

Cavaliers 2010 Carolina Crown 2009 0.595683129 
Carolina Crown 2007 Cavaliers 2007 0.581502352 

Cavaliers 2008 Cavaliers 2007 0.525837823 
Cavaliers 2009 Cavaliers 2011 0.485648081 
Bluecoats 2008 Bluecoats 2009 0.471429833 
Bluecoats 2013 Cadets 2007 0.468126658 
Cavaliers 2008 Santa Clara Vanguard 2013 0.464246668 
Cavaliers 2008 Carolina Crown 2007 0.450426591 
Cavaliers 2007 Cavaliers 2013 0.447499504 

Phantom Regiment 2008 Bluecoats 2009 0.442048881 
Phantom Regiment 2011 Cadets 2007 0.436767626 

Cadets 2009 Bluecoats 2012 0.431402974 
Carolina Crown 2013 Cadets 2012 0.416898585 

Bluecoats 2013 Cavaliers 2009 0.413784471 
Cadets 2007 Cavaliers 2009 0.413784471 

Cavaliers 2008 Blue Devils 2007 0.407865708 
Phantom Regiment 2007 Blue Devils 2011 0.405194486 

Carolina Crown 2011 Carolina Crown 2009 0.404432422 

Table 1: "Strong" (0.40-0.69) correlations between shows 
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correlations, none were be considered �very strong,� though 18 pairs had �strong� correlations 

(see Table 1 above), 16 pairs had �moderate� correlation, and 20 pairs had �weak� correlations. 

Using the correlation function as described above to compare the two graphed 

productions from earlier in this section, the value would be returned at approximately 0.0144: 

statistically, no correlation. However, if the most similar productions from above are graphed in 

direct comparison to one another, as suggested by the correlation data, the similarities between 

those strongest pairings become visible. With this suggested process, the following three graphs 

show the highest three correlations compared side by side. 

In this first example, the Cavaliers� 2010 production �Mad World� is compared to 

Carolina Crown�s �The Grass is Always Greener� from 2009. Looking at the evidence provided 

by the graph above (Figure 3), similar construct of show design becomes evident. Both 

productions begin with an extended preshow to set the tone for the overall production. At the 

start of the adjudicated portion of the show, the subtlety of the preshow is answered by a period 

of intensity, followed by a pull back and build to a new peak. Both productions reach to their 

lowest levels of intensity between 6:30 and 7:30, and then build towards the final. 

Figure 3: Graphs of Carolina Crown 2009 and Cavaliers 2010, correlation value 0.596. 
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While the data does not explicitly indicate that any one specific design style is indicative 

of any measure of competitive success, it is worth noting that both productions in this graph 

resulted in second place finishes. 

 

In this second example, the Cavaliers and Carolina Crown are once again show to have a 

strong correlation. Specifically, the Cavalier�s 2007 production of �Billy Joel: Music of an 

American Icon� (3rd place) and Carolina Crown�s �Triple Crown� (6th place). Looking at these 

two profiles side by side, there are two characteristics that stand out: first, the graphs are nearly 

identical, with slight shifts 15 to 30 seconds offset from one another. Second, the two 

productions followed very similar trends, except for the two minutes beginning at the 3:30 mark.  

As with the previous comparison, while design is not a direct indicator of competitive 

success, the space where the two productions differ offers some insight. For this portion of their 

production, Carolina Crown had an extended duration of lower intensity, taking approximately 

three minutes to reach the next substantive impact, where as the Cavaliers hit one impact and 

were nearly at a second impact in the same span. From the perspective of influencing emotional 

reaction, the Cavaliers� production drives the audience towards a reaction of emotional 

enthusiasm, where the Carolina Crown production may elicit more an intellectual engagement. 

Figure 4: Graphs of Carolina Crown 2007 and Cavaliers 2007, correlation value 0.582. 
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The next comparison is of two back-to-back productions from the Cavaliers: 2007�s 

�Billy Joel� and 2008�s �Samurai.� As the graps illustrates, the two productions follow very 

similar aesthetic profiles, with the 2008 production having a few more spots of ebb and flow. 

Such examples are shown between 4:30 and 5:30, where the graph of 2008 has far more up-and-

down than the 2007 graph and also at the end, where 2007 pulled back only one time, whereas 

2008 did so twice.  

Looking at success, both of these productions resulted in 3rd place finishes. The 2008 

production would have generated more intellectual intrigue with the moments of ebb and flow, 

whereas 2007 was more aggressing to push towards impact moments. Given the two 

comparisons of the 2007 production, a possible conclusion is that combining increased variety in 

intensity level with a consistent approach to higher peaks provides for the most successful 

combination of production profile. 

The analysis of correlation between shows offers some insights that allow for direct 

comparison of the productions. This opens up a door for comparison often suggested by those 

actively involved in design in the activity: to ask the question of the success between two 

productions from differing years. While this comparison can only show differences or 

Figure 5: Graphs of Cavaliers 2007 and 2008, correlation value 0.526. 
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similarities in design, careful and extended research into correlation data may lead towards more 

refined conclusions as to what type of profile generally shows the most success. 

Digging deeper into the data collected through the analysis of the several shows, there 

were some trends established specifically with the peak moments of intensity. While one could 

surmise that, if peaks represent moments of excitement, the more high points in a show, the 

better. However, this would create an overwhelming experience, with the audience never having 

a chance to relax and process the segment of performance they witnessed. Further, if everything 

is a “10,” then, by comparison, the show is monotonous. By building ebb and flow, the low 

points make the high points more meaningful.  

In order to analyze how the peaks are placed and approached, we need to first define 

what a peak actually is. In this case, it is being defined as the highest level of intensity in the 

span of approximately 60 to 75 seconds, and is subsequently followed by a drop of at least two 

or more levels of intensity. By giving such parameters what constitutes a “peak,” consideration is 

given that not all peaks are arrived to by direct approach. Frequently, the approach to a high 

point of intensity consists of a build to a point of climax, 

followed by a slight pull back and a renewed push to a higher 

level. One such example is Carolina Crown’s 2007 production 

entitled “Triple Crown” provides an excellent example. 

Towards the end of the show, they build up to a peak at about 

9:45, pull back slightly, and continue the push to the finish, 

ending at a higher peak at 11:30 (see Figure 6).  

When looking at all the shows, trends began to emerge as far as how peak moments are 

used and approached. The first of these trends is just in the number of peaks. Across the 47 

Figure 6: Build and pull-back 
profile at the end of Carolina 
Crown 2007. 
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shows analyzed, 42 of the shows had five or six high points. Of the remaining five, one show had 

only four peaks, three had seven peaks, and one had eight. The most anomalous of those, the 

show with eight high points, was Carolina Crown’s 2011 production “A Second Chance.” This 

show begin with the longest preshow of any show analyzed, approximately two minutes of 

material designed to just “set the mood.” One of the eight peaks of this design occurred within 

that preshow, helping to make the softer beginning of the adjudication portion of the production 

that much “lower.”  

At the other end of the spectrum, the Blue Devils’ 2007 championship production of 

“Winged Victory” consisted of only four high points. This is slightly misleading, as the show 

consisted of quite a few moments of “pull back” after high points, as well as instances of 

intensity interjected around more moderate moments. However, given the rules for defining what 

constitutes a peak moment, those more subtle episodes of ebb and flow only served as a part of 

the build to a more substantial high point. 

The next trend found among the peaks is the interval between those peaks. To look at the 

average placement of peaks in a single shows presents meaningless data: the requirement for 

adjudication is approximately 11 minutes of performance, not including preshow material. To 

average out the space between all the peaks in a production, the result would simply be five or 

six evenly spaced peaks over those 11 minutes. To find a more meaningful trend, the actual 

distance between peaks was calculated, then the numbers of instances of the given time intervals 

were counted, ranging from 15 seconds (the Blue Devils began their 2012 show with a very fast 

build to an impact statement) all the way to a very drawn-out 4:45 (at the end the Bluecoats’ 

2007 show). While it seems incorrect to have two peaks within a single span of 60-75 seconds, it 

is possible. In each of these cases, the preceding peak was higher than the subsequently 
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occurring high point, and there was a notable change in intensity level that led to the second high 

point. Additionally, the space between the peaks was marked by the end of a movement of the 

show, or at least a significant formal break within a singular movement.  

In the 47 shows analyzed, a total of 264 “impact moments” were identified. Of those, two 

occurred at the immediate start of the production: Phantom Regiment’s 2012 production and 

Santa Clara Vanguard’s 2013 production. As these two impacts were not approached through a 

building of intensity, they are not factored into the data of timing of peak moments. This leaves 

262 peaks remaining (graphed below, in Figure 7). The analysis of the timing of those peaks was 

kept to the same interval as the overall analysis of intensity, that is, 15-second intervals. The 

three most frequently occurring intervals were 1:30 (29 peaks), 1:45 (38 peaks), and 2:15 (33 

peaks). Covering the entire span of 1:30 to 2:30, which includes the fourth-highest count of 24 

peaks at 2:30, as well as including the 2:00 interval as a matter of covering the span of time 

increments gives a count of 145 of the 262 total peaks. This tells us that 55% of the high points 

of a show occur approximately every minute and a half to two and a half minutes.  

Figure 7: Number of occurences of each time interval between impact peaks. 
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While this span does cover the majority of impact moments, only one production out of 

the 47 actually had all of its peaks occurring within that span. The remaining had some number 

of peaks falling outside the range, whether it be a longer span or a shorter. Where some light 

does shed on the data is that the shows with a more concentrated range of impact moments 

within the given range (1:30 to 2:30) tend to be years where those corps place towards the top 

end of their historic results, whereas the shows with significantly larger intervals are those that 

tend to perform worse when compared to their trends. What this tells us is that the long and slow 

build tends to be a risk that does not consistently get credit: the time it takes to get through a long 

peak can often lose the interest of the audience. This is not an entirely surprising outcome. So 

much of our culture is based on more and more fast-paced delivery of information; we generally 

don’t have the patience for things that take time.  

Further, isolating only championship shows will identify intervals that may be indicative 

of more successful design formulas. While there are indeed other factors that go into winning a 

championship, not the least of which is the talent and consistency of the collective group of 

performers, seeing what design trends are common among those winning shows is still 

insightful. In the case of the intervals between peaks, the championship shows favor the same 

collective interval of 1:30 to 2:30 between moments, with 28 out of 44 peaks occurring within 

this span. The most favored intervals are 1:45 and 2:15, just as within the collective of all data. 

Among the championships shows, there are eight occurrences at 1:45, compared to 38 for the 

whole, and nine occurrences at 2:15, compared to 33 overall. These two points account for 39% 

of the championship data, but only 27% of the total data, showing a trend that these two intervals 

may represent a part of a larger formula for design that leads towards championships. 
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The next trend that is established is the growth that occurs during the build to each peak. 

That is, after the release of the previous tension, to what low point do the designers get before 

building up to the next high. To calculate this, the 

ultimate low in a given span was used, rather than 

intensity level immediately preceding a peak. This is 

important as not all peaks are released with an 

immediate drop – there are times when the designers 

dissipate the built-up energy through time, rather than 

in one large burst. One such example is Phantom Regiment’s 2008 championship production of 

“Spartacus.” In this show (shown in Figure 8 above), the low points between three peak 

moments in the middle of their show we are all approached through a gradual decrescendo, 

rather than a drop-off. By calculating the growth from the ultimate low point, we can see the 

overall change in intensity; the contrast of low-to-high is more significant than the gradual 

change from one peak to the next.  

Again, as with the total number of peaks in a show, the inclination might be to think that 

the great the span of growth in a build, the better. However, just like maxing out the intensity 

level at a 9 or 10 repeatedly will lose the overall effect of those high points, dropping to minimal 

low points of 1 or 2 consistently would likewise wear out the effect of those bottom-end 

intensities. As a result, consistent patterns were shown that designers prefer more restricted 

overall growth patterns. 

Using the 10-point scale for intensity, space is left for total growth of anywhere from a 1-

point increase to a 9-point increase. Again, looking at the 262 developed high points, the greatest 

concentration level of growth spans were a range of 6 (42 peaks), 7 (47 peaks), and 8 (51 peaks) 

Figure 8: "Fade away" from impacts, rather 
than immediate drop-off, as in Phantom 
Regiment 2008. 
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(show in Figure 9 below). These three levels are clearly separated from other ranges and together 

account for 53% of the peaks analyzed. The maximum possible growth, from 1 to 10, occurred 

only 34 times. There were no correlations demonstrated in this sample set to indicate a marked 

benefit or detriment to using the greater growth span in and of itself. The minimum possible 

growth, a change of only 1 degree of intensity, did not occur leading into a peak moment. In 

considering the criteria to define 

“peaks” in terms of this research, 

it would make sense to not find a 

substantially noticeable moment 

that would only show an increase 

of 1 level; such a moment would 

be seen more as just the shape of a 

phrase rather than leading into 

some moment of impact and 

cadence.  

The concentration of growth levels around 6, 7, and 8 show that designers tend to shape 

the productions such that they don’t always go all the way to the bottom, nor do they always max 

out every build to a 10. This would allow for the general, overall shape of the show to increase 

through time, with subsequent peaks reach higher than those that came before them – or, at the 

very least, ensuring that the biggest high point of the show was only used at the end, or for 

special occasions.  

To continue the previous pattern, championship shows are isolated from the whole. In 

this case, the winning designs favor growth levels of 7 (13 instances), 8 (7 instances), and 5 (7 

Figure 9: Occurrences of each increase in intensity level. 
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instances). Collectively, the three most concentrated growth levels in championship shows 

account for 61% of the total number of peaks, whereas the three top growth factors in the whole 

account for only 53%. The most favored growth factor in championship shows (7) represents 

30% of the impact moments in the championship shows, but only 18% of the whole. Conversely, 

the entire body of impact moments puts 20% at a level of 8, whereas only 16% of championship 

shows fall at that level. While the differences in growth of intensity are not as marked as the 

intervals between peaks, there is an identifiable difference between championship shows and the 

collective, overall data.  

The next set of data analyzed is how many times each possible time interval corresponds 

with the possible levels of growth (See Figure 10 below). By looking at this information, trends 

in the breadth and depth of each phrase leading into an impact moment may come to light. The 

Figure 10: Total occurrences of each pairing of time intervals with intensity growth. 
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first point that arises from the data is that the area of the grid covered by the two previously 

identified trends – durations of 1:30 to 2:30 and intensity increases of 6 to 8 – contains the 

largest concentration of impact moments. Within that area, three points of intersection are 

favored above all others: (5, 1.50), (7, 1.75), and (7, 2.25). These three intersections account for 

29 of the 264 impact moments, or about 11%. There also appears to be two trend lines where 

concentrations of impact moments with comparable increases occur. The first of these begins (4, 

1.75) and increases by one level of intensity every 15 seconds until it reaches point (9, 3.00). The 

second begins at (4, 2.25) and again increases by one level of intensity every 15 seconds, this 

time only reaching to (7, 3.00). Each of these trends suggests that there is a formula to building 

towards a high point that can be extended or truncated as needed, depending on the overall 

length of the program.  

To take this data one step further, points are added to the chart to isolate only the 

championship performances. These, shown in red on the accompanying graph (Figure 11 below), 

identify the builds to impacts that have resulted in championship shows. The championship set of 

data includes eight different productions from 2006 through 2013, and collectively account for 

44 impact moments. Not surprisingly, two of the three largest concentrations among the 

championship set of data correspond to the same points from the total set of data, that is, the 

intersections of (7, 1.75) and (7, 2.25). Notably, in the original set of data, intersection (5, 2.25) 

only showed four instances, which led to it being an inconsequential data point. However, within 

the championship set of data, we find that three of the four occurrences of this intersection were 

a part of shows that won the title, and that this count is of much greater significance, surpassed 

by only two other data points. To further highlight the effectiveness of these combinations, the 

three points previously identified in the championship data account for 11 of the 44 impact 
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moments, or 25%, showing much greater significance than original three points that only 

accounted for 11% of the total data. 

The suggestion of this analysis is that, while some corps may have performers who can 

demonstrate the maturity to control the pace of production to build intensity slowly over an 

extended period of three and a half to four minutes (or longer), this may not be the best design 

decision. Were the setting a concert hall, the audience would be more apt to accept and 

appreciate such an aesthetic. However, in the marching arts, the expectations of Effect dictate 

otherwise. In this setting and in the relatively short span of a production, more variety is needed 

to control the overall aesthetic.  

Likewise, the short, quick builds to a peak are rather easy to control in a concert setting. 

However, on the marching field, it�s not only music that needs to build, but also the visual. While 

Figure 11: Combinations of intervals and intensity growth, with championship data highlighted in red. 
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there are techniques of visual design that would allow for a visual impact to happen 

unexpectedly, they are often less rewarding for the audience because the quickness of the build 

means reduced tension, leading to a less satisfying release � a concept that will be outlined in 

more detail in the next section. 

With the foundation laid that explains how a show is put together, why Effect is 

important, and the different types of Effect, the next step is to identify how effect moments are 

structured throughout a production, to explain and exemplify Effect as it is used musically, 

visually, and in the coordination of the two sides of the design. Effort will be made to look at 

each example of Effect as generally as possible, so as to avoid the bias that comes from the 

changing eras of show design. Examples will be given from a variety of corps as well, so as to 

demonstrate how Effect has been created from many different designers’ styles. 

 

Musical Effect 

Two ways Effect is generated in music is through tension and release and through 

virtuosic performance. Each of these musical techniques can lead to the different types of Effect 

as previously mentioned. By utilizing different musical techniques, the music designers are able 

to shape the direction of the production to keep the audience engaged in what they are hearing. 

There can be moments containing a flurry of notes and moments where there is minimal texture 

to create intrigue. It could also be moments of extremes in dynamic, whether to blow the 

audience away or to draw them in.  

Tension and release as a musical technique is a great way to drive aesthetic Effect. The 

sense of aesthetic in music comes from ebb and flow; a balance of extremes. As tension builds, 

the listener feels a sense of heighten energy that builds like steam pressure, demanding to be 
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released. Whether or not the designer chooses to give the listener the expected release can 

increase the aesthetic effect even greater. In these cases, the tension left unrelieved often will 

begin a second phrase that builds tension yet again, leading to an even more fulfilling sense of 

release.  

Tension and release can be manifest through a variety of different compositional 

techniques, though there are three main methods that are prevalent in the development of 

aesthetic Effect. The first is through harmonic tension, that is, using dissonance or maximizing 

the use of tendency tones in chord structures to create a need for resolution. The second 

technique is density and independence of line. In other words, having multiple parts playing in 

counterpoint against other lines with notable motion. The tension in this case comes from the ear 

wanting to return to a simpler construction, to restore order to chaos. The third is by substantially 

changing metrical feel. After the listener becomes familiar with the metrical construction of the 

music, a change in that feel will create a sense of uneasiness that drives towards some kind of 

release. In each of these cases, forms of tension can be used independently or in conjunction with 

one another. 

One example of the use of harmonic tension comes from The Cavaliers 2011 production, 

“XtraordinarY.” In the first movement of this show, the brass designer, Drew Shanefield, 

manipulates Johann Sebastian Bach’s Little Fugue in G minor to create a build of harmonic 

tension that leads to the first impact moment about a minute into the show. This build begins in 

measure 30 with a simple statement of the first three tones of the subject of the fugue in Bb 

minor (see Figure 12 below). While the Bb minor tonality is sustain, tension is added with a #4 

(E nat.). Next, the “answer” to his subject is given, which leads to a Bbm9Maj7. This resolves to 

an Eb minor chord (flat vi), where the lower voices move to an F#° (vii°), leading to Gmsus4. 
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After a brief resolution, the G minor 

chord then functions as a V in C minor, 

leading to the C minor, where the low 

voices again add a leading tone of C#, 

which ultimately takes us to a sustained 

D Major chord (V), ultimately resolving 

to G minor at the end of the impact, at 

measures 47 and 48. 

What makes the tension and release within this phrase so effective stems from the 

Implication-Realization Model explained by theorist Eugene Narmour (1991). To summarize the 

model, as explained by Narmour and expanding on the work of Leonard Meyer, musical input, 

spread across several parameters, provides the listener with a certain set of expectations as to 

what will happen subsequently � this is called the implication; that is, the music is implying to 

the listener what will happen next. When the music indeed continues on to the material that the 

listener expects, it is said that the implications are thus realized; they have become reality. In any 

standard, non-prolonged instance of tension followed by the expected release, the listener 

experiences a very typical and common use of implication and realization. This is not the 

scenario being used in the above example or in many of the subsequent examples. In these cases, 

the tension of the phrase builds a set of implications over the parameters of harmony (choral 

tension that needs resolution), dynamic (loud tends to resolve to soft), tempo (fast tempos resolve 

to slower), and texture (many voices resolve to few). Rather than following the natural flow that 

realizes the implications, the resolution contained in the realization is delayed. The act of 

delaying a realization in this model is called denial. By denying the realization of the 

Figure 12: Reduction, mm. 30-48 of Mvt. 1 of "XtraordinarY," 
arranged by Drew Shanefield 
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implication, the designers of the show are heightening the aesthetic experience of the audience, 

making them wait longer for the final realization or resolution of the tension that is established. 

Another instance of harmonic tension and release being used to generate aesthetic Effect 

comes from the beginning of Carolina Crown’s 2013 production “E=mc2.” The beginning of 

their program is based off Richard Wagner’s iconic Also sprach Zarathustra. After an extended 

“preshow,” the designers used Zarathustra to drive the Effect at the outset of the adjudicated 

portion of the show. This part of their program starts with the full ensemble playing the fully 

orchestra tonic chord. After the release, the dynamic level drops significantly, as well as the 

orchestration being reduced to only the trumpet section as the score continues on to the 1-5-1 

arpeggio. At the next tutti statement of the tonic chord, the full ensemble returns, slightly louder 

than the previous chord. Again, the dynamic and the orchestration drop off for the arpeggio to be 

answered by the final progression of the opening fanfare of Wagner’s work.  

While extended use of the dominant function is an easy “go to” way of generating tension 

in harmony, Michael Klesch, the arranger and composer for Carolina Crown, takes a cue from 

Wagner. In his score for the opening of “E=mc2,” Klesch creates tension in the harmony in two 

ways: first, through the use of a pedal point and second, through the density of the harmonic 

scoring. In the score for Zarathustra, the opening pedal that sustains through the entire fanfare is 

on the tonic. While the tonic in and of itself is harmonically stable, its juxtaposition against the 

harmonic motion in rest of the score creates tension with harmonies moving in and out of 

consonance with the pitch. The density of the harmony also creates tension as the ensemble 

moves from fully orchestrated chords giving clear harmonic direction to soli voices playing in 

unison, leaving the ear unsure of the true harmonic intent. Though the overall music phrase has 
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clear implications of the intended harmony, the lack of a full chord structure leave a certain level 

of ambiguity in which the ear may not be sure exactly how to fill in the blanks. 

An example of creating tension through changing meter comes from the 2010 Bluecoats 

production “Metropolis: The Future is Now.” In the first movement of this show, Hans Zimmer’s 

160 B.P.M. from the “Angels and Demons” soundtrack, the music is written in 7/8 (scored in 2-

bar phrases of 4/4+3/4). After about 120 measures of feeling the 7/8 pulse (approximately 

2’20”), the arranger, Doug Thrower, shifts the meter to 6/8 (see Figure 13). This, in and of itself, 

creates a major change in what the listener feels from the meter. To compound the tension, the 

6/8 is treated in three different ways within the first three measures: one beat subdivided to the 

8th note, one beat with a dotted quarter, and also duplets, setting three subdivisions in the place of 

three. This rhythmic manipulation continues and builds until the texture resolves to a sustained 

chord, where Thrower shifts 

the creation of tension to 

harmonic tension, moving 

from a D7 chord (in the key 

of G minor) to a widely-

spaced Eb7#4 chord 

(seemingly a blend of a 

Ger+6 and Fr+6). This 

chord sustains and builds 

through eight measures, before finally resolving to the G minor sonority suggested by the 

preceding material.  

Figure 13: mm. 117-136 of Mvt. 1 of "Metropolis: The Future is Now," 
arranged by Doug Thrower. This reduction is to show the relationship of 
rhythmic figures within the changing metrical feel, as they also relate to high 
and low voices. 
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Another effective use of tension and release is to delay the resolution by building up the 

tension to a climax, but beginning a new musical phrase before the previous has released. Often, 

such design techniques are connected by a brief moment of silence, wherein the anticipation of 

resolution is heightened even further. Frequently, this idea is used at the end of an entire 

production, to build the tension to the final, ultimate height of intensity. By capitalizing on the 

denial aspect of Narmour�s Implication-Realization Model, the desire for the resolution at the end 

of the phrase becomes that much greater, thereby making the final resolution more meaningful. 

Application of this in the marching arts is often manifest is some sort of musical tension building 

towards a resolution, but before the implied resolution is realized, the musical phrases changes 

significantly � usually from a full orchestration to a more limited scoring, tempo change, 

dynamic change, and/or harmonic shift. One such example of this technique is exhibited in the 

final movement of Santa Clara Vanguard�s 2011 production, �The Devil�s Staircase� (see Figure 

14 to the left). In this case, the corps builds up tension over 

several chords, increasing in dissonance, driving towards the 

perceived need for resolution. As the harmony seems to be at 

the last moment before delivering the much-desired release of 

tension, the musical phrase changes: from long, loud chords to 

quieter moving lines; from the full ensemble to (at first) the 

trumpet section only. As the corps layers back in, building 

tension once again, the phrase eventually pushed back to the longer chordal structures that do 

lead to a resolution, but the harmony is pulled back from the consonance quickly, to unresolved 

dissonance that again is left unresolved with the initiation of a new musical idea. The result over 

the pace of the show is the effect of build-pull back-build-pull back-build, as seen in the graph 

Figure 14: Use of Denial in the 
Implication-Realization Model in 
Santa Clara Vanguard 2011. 
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above. These mini peaks are a great way to drive the energy of the show towards the final release 

in cases where the corps may not be experienced enough to sustain one long, continuous build. 

The second way to generate musical Effect is through virtuosic performance. Such 

musical constructs would be those in which a single person or section would play a passage that 

contains a lot of notes, moving by very quickly, perhaps also with challenging rhythms. When 

this is done very well, the listener will experience an emotional reaction; that is to say, it 

becomes a “wow” moment. This is an example of emotional Effect, as described previously by 

Jones.  

 One great example of emotional Effect comes from the Santa Clara Vanguard’s 2013 

production of “Les Miserables.” For one of the slower, softer sections of the show, the designers 

used the piece Bring Him Home. While there are a number of ways that this piece could be 

arranged for performance by the corps, they chose to feature one outstanding musician in the 

corps and write the score as a mellophone solo, with some accompaniment from the front 

ensemble and a very limited background from the remainder of the hornline. To heighten the 

Effect of the moment, the entire percussion and brass sections and a portion of the color guard 

disappeared behind backdrops at the back of the field, leaving the entire football field occupied 

by a small group of dancers and a single soloist. Throughout this section, there are no points of 

highly dramatic, intense tension and release or driving layers of notes to create an aesthetic 

Effect moment. The simplicity and familiarity of the music also doesn’t necessarily make this an 

intellectual Effect moment. The audience member can sit back and watch, understanding 

completely what is on the field. There isn’t much of the performance that creates intrigue; rather, 

it is just a very enjoyable musical moment. On top of the design, the soloist performs his part 
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very well, communicating the emotion of the music with the audience, providing another layer to 

the emotional Effect of the section. 

 Another example of virtuosic performance once again comes from the Bluecoats’ 2010 

production of “Metropolis: The Future is Now.” In the middle of this production, the designers 

used Imogen Heap’s pop song Aha. In the original song, Heap used strings as an additional color 

mixed in with the traditional instruments of a pop song. In one part of her song, Heap writes a 

cello solo as an interlude between two choruses. In their adaptation, the Bluecoats’ designers 

chose to make this moment a tuba section soli. During this part of the production, the audience 

was stimulated intellectually through the dense layering of the tuba writing (see Figure 15 

below), wherein the section split into as many as four separate parts. Because of the virtuosic 

skill of the section, this was performed exceptionally well. All this combined, the designers were 

able to work both intellectual Effect and emotional Effect into the moment – leaving the 

audience impressed 

(emotional Effect) and 

wondering how the music 

that was just heard was actually put together (intellectual Effect).   

 A third example of the effectiveness through virtuosic performance is from the Blue 

Devils’ 2012 production, “Cabaret Voltaire” in which they use Don Sebesky’s jazz composition 

Bird and Bela in Bb. During the production, a moment is created where the trumpets move 

forward and play a line consisting of fast-moving 16th notes that are not always step-wise motion 

(which is an extra challenge for brass players). Once they complete the phrase, the baritones join 

the visual form and play the same line, creating an increased level of virtuosity. Not to be out-

done, the trumpets return, playing the line a third time, but now adding the challenge of range by 

Figure 15: mm.94-98, "Metropolis: The Future is Now," Movement 2 (tuba soli, 
excerpt). 
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half of the section playing the line an octave higher. Many designers use this “anything you can 

do, I can do better” type of moment frequently in order to impress the audience multiple times 

with the same idea. This type of moment creates intellectual Effect by taking a simple idea and 

making it more and more challenging, whereas the clarity of execution creates the “wow” 

reaction of emotional Effect. 

Visual Effect 

 While music and movement are two very different concepts and affect the audience in 

different ways, the reason why visual Effect works is not that indifferent from music Effect. In 

both cases, the designers aim to create a sense of tension and release or to create a moment that 

catches the audience’s attention to say “wow.” In the case of both music and visual, tension is 

created through dissonance that resolves into consonance. In the visual world, designer Rich 

Templin tells us that dissonance comes from changes in the flow of the motion: a form moving 

along at one tempo will increase tension with a sudden change to go faster or slower, 

countermotion (two forms that move past one another in differing directions), or changing the 

density of the form, either through compression or expansion. Bobby Jones also explains that the 

color guard has its own impact on visual Effect – tension with the color guard comes from such 

things as throwing equipment in the air, creating a heightened sense of energy that is resolved 

with the catch at the end. Like in music, tension and release is one method of shaping the 

aesthetic Effect of the production.  

 Again, as with Effect in the music world, the visual world also employs Effect for 

emotional and intellectual stimulation. Much like emotional musical Effect, the visual design 

creates emotional Effect through extreme precision or virtuosic movement. This could include 

extreme step sizes, tight intervals (the space between performers in the drill), or difficult 
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combinations of dance and equipment work. Intellectual Effect in the visual caption comes from 

movements that pique interest, while not necessarily heightening the aesthetic. 

 An example of tension and release in visual Effect comes from the Cavaliers’ 2011 

production “XtraordinarY.” This is a corps universally recognized as one traditionally having 

one of the best visual designs in the activity, and 2011 was no exception. At the beginning of 

their program, the score is written in such a way that there are multiple musical ideas occurring 

simultaneously, a characteristic reflected in the visual design as well. Within the first minute of 

the show, the corps is divided into multiple groups that all move independently from one 

another. The disjointed staging creates tension, as the viewer’s eye naturally seeks out structure. 

Because there is no consistent structure from one section to the next, a sense of unrest is created. 

As the program builds, the visual segments continue their motion, eventually expanding towards 

one another, bringing the entire 

corps into one unified visual 

phrase – the sense of release to the 

previously established tension 

(see Figure 16 to the left).  

 Looking at this visual 

build through the lens of the 

Implication-Realization Model 

shows a very clear resolution of 

tension that satisfyingly follows the realization of the visual implication. The lack of visual 

structure throughout this opening section suggests to the audience that structure needs to happen 

and is coming. As the various visual elements on the field continue to evolve and moves towards 

Figure 16: Disparate visual elements (above), coalescing into one combined 
form (below) in Cavaliers' 2011 "XtraordinarY" 
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expansion, the tension is heightened. Once each segment fully opens up and resolves into one 

clear and unified structure, the tension is finally released as the implied resolution is finally 

realized. 

 To take the Implication-Realization Model concept further, another production provides a 

clear example of the use of denial in visual design. That production is the Cadets� 2009 program 

�West Side Story: 

Celebration and 

Conflict.� 

Approximately a 

minute and a half 

before the end of the production, the corps forms a company front � a visual structure that is 

frequently association with finality (see Figure 17). As the corps performs the section of music 

(Tonight from �West Side Story�), the company front moves forward. The music changes to a 

new phrase and the company front dissolves into a new visual structure. Shortly thereafter, the 

forms begin to collapse into a company front once again, creating the implication for a second 

company front to push forward 

again. However, rather than 

locking together, the segments 

break apart not once but twice 

(see Figure 18) before finally 

coalescing into a larger visual 

form for the final phrase of the 

Figure 18: Company front locking together in Tonight during Cadets 2009. 

Figure 17: Two instances of denial from the Implication-Realization 
Model, the company front reforming but breaking apart. 
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production. By line segments moving towards the company front, the implication of the 

resolution of the visual phrase is strong. Moving past the company front and into different 

structures sets an expectation, that is, the implication of resolution. Denying the realization of 

that implication multiple times creates a greater sense of tension, making the ultimate, final 

resolution far more satisfying, eliciting a much larger reaction. 

 Another example of tension and release for Effect is in the Santa Clara Vanguard 2008 

production of �3hree.� As the corps builds into the last movement of the show, the brass section 

forms a large block on the field, comprised of four parallel angular lines (see Figure 19). As the 

block moves across the field, the space between the vertical lines grows larger and smaller. At 

the same time, the height of each angle in the lines shifts, so different people are the high and 

low points throughout the phrase. The resultant effect across the ensemble is that the density of 

the block constantly expands 

and contracts while also 

undulating up and down. In the 

concepts of visual design, this is 

a means of generating tension, 

and indeed it does. Without 

being well-versed in visual structures, the audience watching the performance will be aware of a 

sense of building towards something happening, which it does. As the block moves towards the 

center of the field, it splits apart and comes back together as the music also crescendos. This 

tension is built towards the final resolution of the end production. 

 For a third example of tension and release, this time focusing on the color guard, we can 

look at the Carolina Crown 2009 production of �The Grass is Always Greener.� At the beginning 

Figure 19: Floating, "waving" block in Santa Clara Vanguard's 2008 "3hree." 
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of their second movement, the corps proper (the brass and percussion players) is playing highly 

dissonant, aggressive music. The color guard is divided into two groups at this moment: flags 

and sabers (see Figure 20). The flags� equipment feature large horizontal dark and light bands of 

color that help to draw 

attention to circular movement. 

To add to the visual 

dissonance, the flags are split 

into two groups that are doing 

the same work, but mirroring 

one another, a technique 

commonly referred to in the color guard world as �A-B work� (referring to two groups 

performing separate work, but interspersed among each other on the field). At first, the work is 

being performed with the A and B groups mixed together, then separating such that the A group 

is on one side of the stage and the B group is on the opposite. At the same time, the sabres are 

staged in the front of the field, in front of the brass section. The work being performed by the 

sabres is being done sequentially, that is, the first person tosses the weapon, then the second, then 

the third, and so on down the line. With the work being done in this rippling effect, tension is 

built, driving towards a need for resolution. At the end of the musical phrase, when the brass and 

percussion resolve their musical tension, the color guard likewise resolves the visual tension by 

the flags� A and B groups joining together along with the sabres. At this resolution, all the 

members of the color guard now perform the same work. The concept of tension and release here 

comes from the visual cacophony of seeing multiple objects moving in different directions at 

different times, resolving to all the individual parts now moving in unison.  

Figure 20: Color Guard staging for A-B and sequential work to show visual 
tension. 
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One of the most iconic examples of visual emotional Effect in recent years comes from 

the beginning of Phantom Regiment�s 2008 production �Spartacus.� This show is based off the 

mythological tale and includes portions of Kachaturian’s famous ballet of the same name. In the 

preshow section of this production, emotions in the audience are driven by the dramatization of 

factions within the drum corps. In this case, the color guard members are depicted as the 

stereotypical slaves from the story of Spartacus, and members of the drum corps as the slave 

drivers. As the preshow unfolds, there are multiple instances of slave drivers �striking� the slaves 

(though no actual violence occurs). Further, the three conductors meet at the front of the field. 

Two shake hands in an expression of camaraderie as the third turns his back and walks away. 

These images taking place across the field set the tone for greater drama to come later in the 

production. Examples of this are shown below: 

 A first example of intellectual Effect comes from the Cavaliers’ 2004 production of 

“007.” This show incorporates the music of the most recent block of James Bond films and uses 

visual elements to further the story line. At about 4 minutes and 50 seconds into the production, 

  

Examples of slave driver-
slave �violence� and 
characterizations from 
Phantom Regiment�s 2008 
�Spartacus� 
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the visual design takes Bond fans back to the iconic opening of each film: the floating camera 

eye. During this point in the show, the music reaches a low point, limited to simply just a single 

line melody, whistled by the entire corps. The tempo of the visual phrase is steady and 

consistent; that is, no increase or decrease in speed, nor is there any type of change in the 

structure of the form: the form stays steady while adjusting shape. These points all go to 

demonstrate that this moment doesn’t necessarily change the aesthetic of the show, while it is 

still clearly an Effect moment.  

 During this moment, the circle at the center of the form (the camera eye) rotates and 

floats through the block (see Figure 21 below). As the circle moves through the block, the 

members with whom the circle connects join the circle, rotate and float with the circle, until the 

circle deposits them back to the same 

place in the form where they started. As 

the movement begins, the audience can 

see the big picture of what is occurring 

(the circle floating through the block). 

However, the question of “how” creeps 

into the mind as the effect continues. 

Since this phrase continues for some time, lasting nearly 30 seconds, it leaves quite a bit of time 

for the audience to contemplate the construction to see what’s occurring. 

 Another example of intellectual Effect in the visual world comes from Carolina Crown’s 

2013 production “E=mc2.” The intent of this program was to depict what the inside of Albert 

Einstein’s mind may have looked like, much aligned with Philip Glass’s composition “Einstein 

on the Beach,” from which the corps selected much of the music in the production. Towards the 

Figure 21: "Camera eye" effect in the Cavaliers' 2004 "James 
Bond" production. 
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end of the show, amidst the final build towards the aesthetic climax of the entire program, the 

designers inserted an intellectual Effect to serve two purposes. First, it helps to engage the 

audience in multiple ways, building excitement from more than one direction. Second, it helps to 

further the concept of Einstein’s mind (that is, the engagement of the intellectual part of the 

mind).  

 The moment that is designed creates a 3-D 

rotating pyramid on the field (see Figure 22). Most 

kids learn how to sketch a line drawing of a 3-D 

object, like a cube or a box. Surprisingly innovative, 

the drill designer for Carolina Crown takes this idea 

and creates a 3-D line drawing of a pyramid on the 

field. By carefully planning the changes in angles 

and orientation of the lines, he creates the illusion of 

the pyramid rotating. Much like in the example from 

The Cavaliers’ “007” production, the musical context that accompanies the rotating pyramid is 

merely continuing the thought, serving to sustain but not necessarily increase the tension that 

builds towards the pinnacle of the production. 

 A third example of intellectual Effect is from The Cadets’ 2005 program “The Zone.” 

The show is built around four extremely abstract movements, very loosely based on the idea of 

“Alice in Wonderland,” the first of which is entitled “Liquid,” based on Eric Whitacre’s work 

“Equus.” Throughout the movement of the show, the drill designer, Jeff Sacktig, works as many 

references to water into the drill as possible. Some of these references rely on movement, such as 

a waterfall or a stream, whereas others are static, such as a fish or a faucet (see Figure 23 below). 

Figure 22: Carolina Crown's 3-D pyramid effect from 
2013's "E-mc2." 
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Additionally, the flags used by the color guard have 

a digitally printed pattern on them to look like 

water. All these ideas combined together to 

continually “hit the audience over the head” with 

the concept of liquid. 

 

 

 

Audio-Visual Combined Effect 

 While the previous two sections demonstrated several examples of Effect in isolation, to 

exemplify how music or visual Effects can be built to drive a show, it is rare that the two sides of 

the production are kept in strict isolation (even in the above examples, almost all of them 

coincided with necessary material in complementary area, that is, the music Effects coincided 

with specific visual designs and the visual Effects corresponded to music scoring). To illustrate 

this point even further, note that the opening segment of the Cavaliers’ 2011 production was used 

to demonstrate both musical Effect and visual Effect. In this production, the musical composition 

was reflected very clearly through the visual design, and the visual composition was likewise 

reflected in the musical scoring. While the design and attention to detail in the Effect were done 

extremely well, that composition is a place where the musical design and the visual design can 

be analyzed separately from one another. Conversely, there are cases where the two sides of the 

house, so-to-speak, are very clearly intertwined, to the point that without one, the other would 

not be nearly as effective a design by itself. Many of the best cases of combining audio and 

visual Effect together create truly memorable, unique, and emotionally charged productions.  

Figure 23: The Cadets' water faucet drill set from 
2005's "The Zone." 
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To demonstrate combined audio and visual Effect, we can reference the Cavaliers� 2010 

production �Mad World.� The basic concept behind this show draws on the idea suggested by 

Stanley Kubric�s 1987 film Full Metal Jacket. In the film, one of the characters (�Private Pyle�) 

loses his mind while going through Marine Corps boot camp. This is the premise of the 

Cavaliers� production.  

 During their preshow, members of the corps move 

about with jerking motions and other types of 

characterizations, as if disturbed (see Figure 24). When the 

music enters, it accompanies this idea, with minor tonalities, 

incomplete (hollow- or empty-sounding) chords, and 

dissonances. A voice over is added, quoting the famous line 

from Full Metal Jacket of �this is my rifle�,� accompanied 

by sound effects of gun shots, while the corps members 

continue with their characterizations.  

 Once the production itself begins, the music starts with sharp, accented chords, as if 

echoing the gunshot effects of the recording. The opening statement is full of dissonances and 

multiple, layered musical lines that continue to build the tension throughout the movement. 

Underlying this musical tension, the visual program is adding to the intellectual Effect with drill 

sets that are emblematic of bulls-eyes, again reinforcing the gunshot motive (see Figure 25 

below). 

Figure 24: Characterizing madness at the 
beginning of the Cavaliers' 2010 "Mad 
World) 
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 This audio-visual combination continues, 

building the tension of the opening of the production 

up until both music and visual elements resolve at 

over one minute into the adjudication portion of the 

production. Counting the preshow, this entire build 

lasts nearly three minutes, relentlessly driving home 

the imagery of madness. 

For a second example of combining music 

and visual to create Effect, we return to Phantom 

Regiment�s 2008 �Spartacus� production. As the 

program progresses towards the conclusion, a gladiator battle is depicted on the field, with the 

color guard and hornline members pantomiming sword fights, 

blood simulated with red streamers (see Figure 26). Towards 

the end of the production, the climax of the piece is delivered 

with a rendition of the “I am Spartacus” scene from Stanley 

Kubrick’s famed film from 1960. In this moment, one of the 

sideline conductors stages a “revolt” against “the leader” of 

the corps, running to the front of the field with a spear. While 

the corps on the field continues to the perform the aesthetic 

high point of the production, the drama on the front sideline 

unfolds as the main conductor goes down and is replaced as a 

result of the “peasant uprising” on the field (see Figure 27). 

Figure 25: Two bulls-eye drill sets from the 
Cavaliers' 2010 "Mad World." 

Figure 27: Phantom Regiment 
member "stabbed" with a sword" 
in 2008's "Spartacus." 

Figure 26: Final climax of Phantom 
Regiment's "Spartacus" production: one 
conductor attacking another. 
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Throughout this entire portion of the program, the emotional pull of the storyline draws the 

audience to the performance. Combined with the ever-increasing density of the music and the 

other visual elements, it creates one of the best examples of a total emotional Effect moment in 

recent years. 

Putting it All Together 

 Having a better understanding of show pacing and of all the different types of Effect and 

how they are utilized, the last step is to put all the pieces of the puzzle together. This will be the 

ultimate overview of how designers come together to build a show, looking at all the parts in a 

specific example. For this case, the Cadets’ 2011 production “Between Angels and Demons” 

serves as an almost ideal example. The general concept of this show is the conflict between good 

and evil, and spawned from a singular musical idea from director George Hopkins, that is to use 

the musical lens of Frank Ticheli’s Angels in the Architecture. As the production came into 

focus, the design time also added Hans Zimmer’s 160 B.P.M. (the same as previously 

mentioned), the traditional hymn Amazing Grace, and the traditional Doxology from liturgy.  

 The Cadets, as an organization, have a long-standing reputation for innovation, often 

spurred by the bold and forward-thinking designers and corps director. Fans across the activity 

have come to expect that the corps will push the envelope year after year in order to find a new 

way to design a show with some type of Effect or other production effort that hasn’t been tried. 

In their 2011 production, The Cadets did not disappoint. The first way in which the concept of 

“good versus evil” was designed into the production took an extremely simple, yet 

extraordinarily evocative approach: the corps was dressed into alternating light and dark 

uniforms. This was an idea not in the original plans for the program, but Hopkins explained that 

he came to see the unavoidable nature of this direction around January or February (Hopkins 
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2014). After proposing the idea to the rest of the design team, the group was 

sold and plans were made. The reason this idea carried a level of controversy 

is that The Cadets have worn the same uniform (pictured at right in Figure 28) 

for almost all of their (then) 77-year history. 

 In order to better show their concept of “good 

versus evil,” the designers had the two new uniforms 

made as variations of the original corps uniform (see 

Figure 29 at left). One version took the cream color of 

the pants and applied it to the jacket and shako (the 

name of the headgear), whereas the other took the maroon of the jacket 

and applied it to the pants, plume (on top of the shako), and shoes. These 

two uniform variants were applied very methodically and exactly across 

the corps proper. All brass and percussion sections were comprised of 

even numbers whose 

totals were divisible not only by two, but also 

four. Exactly half of the corps wore the light 

uniform and half wore the dark uniform. As a 

result, the drill designer, through careful 

planning and manipulation, was able to create 

visual effects of not just forms moving, but also 

colors moving in and around one another. 

 Hopkins also describes the development of the entire production as a �work in progress,� 

and that some of the major elements of the show, such as the opposite uniforms, unfold through 

Figure 30: 
Traditional 
Cadets uniform. 

Figure 29: Maroon 
(Demon) and Cream 
(Angel) uniforms used in 
Cadets' 2011 production 
of "Beyond Angels and 
Demons." 

Figure 28: Intermixing of uniforms in the visual design 
for Cadets' 2011 production of "Beyond Angels and 
Demons." 
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time. As examples, the characters of the angel and the demon were not added until spring 

training in May, and the �reaching towards heaven� visual at the outset of the show was an idea 

suggested by the performing members.  

The organic nature of the show design also creates situations where previously planned 

moments need to be readjusted, once the pieces of the puzzle come together. In one such case, 

after a musical phrase played by the front ensemble, the brass was originally planned to re-enter 

the musical texture with a fairly loud choral statement. Once the design team saw the drill unfold 

leading to this moment (see Figure 

31), it became clear that the moment 

demanded a �call and response� 

moment, playing off the light versus 

dark motive yet again. 

While there are a number of substantial Effect moments throughout the entire production, 

one section of combined Effects is worth highlighting. At the conclusion of the third movement 

of the production (Amazing Grace), the corps moves towards the finale of the show. At this 

moment, there is a lengthy visual build that happens, wherein the light and dark uniforms slowly 

merge into one long form. This creates a sense of tension, as the audience is aware of what is 

occurring: the merging of the two forms. However, because this idea goes on longer than the 

mind wants to watch, the audience member begins to get impatient: the designers, in this way, 

drive the audience to manufacture the tension within their own minds. As the final form is 

developed, the corps members begin to push forward (building tension), and compressing space 

(also building tension). In another classic example of Narmour�s denial (1991), rather than 

entering with a full-volume �in your face� moment, the brass section plays a much more subdued 

Figure 31: Musical moment capitalizing on the visual staging of the 
differing uniform colors. 
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chorale, while decreasing the velocity of motion. This allows the designers to pull back the 

intensity level slightly before the push to the conclusion of the production, giving greater 

contrast between high and low, delaying the resolution, and ultimately eliciting the biggest 

reaction from the audience throughout the production, if not the entire night�s competition.  

Pictured in Appendix A is a complete analysis of this production. The center of the chart 

is the profile of the intensity level of the show, showing the rise and fall throughout the entire 

production. Above the graph are the indicated musical Effect moments, and the visual Effects are 

outlined below. In both cases, emotional Effect is shown in red, intellectual Effect in green, and 

aesthetic Effect in blue. The lines connecting the Effect moments to the graph intersect the graph 

itself at the approximate time when the Effect moment begins; these Effects generally all happen 

through time, so while a moment may be indicated at a certain time, it will cover a duration of 

the production. 

The frequency of occurrences of multiple Effect moments can be seen to somewhat 

follow the ebb and flow of intensity. At moment where intensity builds, multiple Effect elements 

can be seen to be working complementary to one another. Conversely, at the moments of 

reduced intensity (lower aesthetic Effect), intellectual and emotional Effect moments can be 

identified. This shows in practical application the standard that something new should be 

happening every 30 to 40 seconds throughout the course of the production. Indeed, once the 

adjudicated show begins, there are only three places where 30 seconds elapses between new 

Effect moments. 

Given that the topic of this paper is based on the emotional reactions of the audience, the 

most apropos way to conclude this section is with an anecdote recounted by Hopkins. He 

explained that the design of the production was never intended to have any religion overtone that 
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extended beyond the visual symbolism needed to complete the journey the designers had in 

mind. However, throughout the season, fans approached him and other members of the 

organization on multiple occasions, thanking them for a performance that had become a spiritual 

experience for them, the audience member. In one such story, an elderly man, a long-time fan, 

shared a wonderfully passionate and personal story with Hopkins. The man explained that he and 

his wife had been fans of the Cadets and drum corps in general for many years of their lives, 

enjoying competitions and performances as frequently as geography would allow. During the 

2011 competitive season, the man�s wife had been terminally ill and suffering, yet still had the 

fortune of seeing the Cadets perform through an online webcast, she had found her solace and 

passed away that evening. She told her husband that watching the performance that night had 

given her the understanding that it was her time, and she passed away peacefully.  

Drum corps members and instructors all over the country have stories they recount to one 

another, reliving the past. During the conversation with Hopkins, it was apparent that this is a 

story that will long stick with him. The intent of many of the drum corps organization is to not 

just teach their members about performing music, but about learning life lessons. It is very rare 

that a corps has such a real and meaningful lesson to teach and to learn. In this case, the 

members� impassioned and focused performances coalesced into an experience that was more 

than just entertaining for this one fan; it became a very personally emotional and moving 

experience. 
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While no explanation is possible for why a person marches with a drum corps, there are 

at least explanations for why that drum corps� performance is meaningful to the audience. 

Through the calculated use of a multitude of Effects, the designers of a drum corps show can 

control the emotions of their audience, taking the audience member on an emotional and 

intellectual journey. As has been stated, design and Effect are only part of the equation, but they 

are a very important part of the equation. With the analysis of the many shows in this research 

project, those trends were identified with the goal of offering a possible �recipe� for designing the 

best possible show. In order to generate more confidence in that recipe, further research is 

needed, including an analysis of the productions of a greater number of different organizations, 

analyzing productions over a greater span of time in order to identify historic trends, and to have 

multiple individuals provide multiple sets of data to represent the perceptions of intensity in each 

show. By having this greater collection of data, the trends in design will come into clearer focus 

and show with much more certainty what elements are most successful and which are not. Until 

that time, however, we are left with simply a guttural, uncontrolled, inexplicable reaction.  
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Appendix A: Complete detailed analysis of Cadets 2011: �Between Angels and Demons�  


